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8. Namaha. With arms down dancers make a half turn individually to come to face their next
partner coming into the same starting position with hands down and with open palms facing
each other.

9. 10. 11. 12. Repeat same movements with second partner.

Dance repeats.

Vigyana Bhairava Tantra, a Shaivite text originating from Kashmir, teaches 112 methods or
means of concentration that lead to union with the Divine. Traditionally called Dharanas -
undistracted instructions or spiritual instructions leading the mind to an undistracted waveless
state.

Many dharanas focus on emptiness, the void, spaciousness. Practices aim at emptying the
mind of its oscillating thoughts and making it supportless in this way gaining access to a state
of pure consciousness.

One of these dharanas is repeating the mantra Bhairava. In so doing we become one with
Shiva.

Swamin Nischalananda translates the dharana in this way. The word ‘Bhairava’ symbolizes
the Reality which frees us from fear. Reality is all-pervading and creates everything.
Therefore continuously chant the mantra ‘Bhairava’ and realize That.

Swami Laksmanjoo has this translation. Bhairava is one who makes everything resound with
fear and who pervades the entire universe. One who utters this word ‘Bhairava’ unceasingly
becomes ‘Shiva’.

The literal meaning of Bhairava is That which brings fear. With the sense that for there to be
wisdom the importance of the ego needs to diminish. Realization that the ego is not the
totality of our being is something to be cultivated and explored. Only when the ego starts to
quake in its boots can we open up to a wider picture of what Bhairava really means.
Subsequently this insight actually removes fear. Can say that Bhairava means Reality.
Bhairava and Shiva are essentially synonymous. As Swami Nischalanda says: Shiva is not a
person or a form, Shiva is an experience. The VBT deals entirely with experiential wisdom.

Recommended books on Vigyana Bhairava Tantra.

Paul Reps and Nyogen Sensaki. Zen Flesh Zen Bones.

Swami Lacksmanjoo. Vijnana Bhairava. The Manual for Self-Realisation. And Vijnana
Bhairava: The Practice of Centering Awareness. Available on Amazon etc

Swami Nischalananda. Insight into Reality. Published by Mandala Yoga Ashram, 2011.
www.mandalayoga.net. Only seems to be available from the Ashram.
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